
occurred. The fact that the averaged temperatures were 213 K
higher for the ions indicates that joule heating must have
been continuously important at the times and in the places
where observations were made, but that at a significantly
lower level than during the events when the ion temperatures
reached above 2,000 K.

Ion drifts and temperatures were measured by an optical
method from South Pole, Antarctica, and compared with the
neutral winds and temperatures simultaneously observed
from the same station. Ion drift distributions showed that
whereas there was no consistent trend in the magnetic merid-
ional directions, a definite preference for westward ion drifts
was observed. A similar trend was found for the zonal neutral
winds, but the magnitude of the westward neutral trend was
about half the magnitude for ions. The neutral vertical winds
were much less variable than the ion velocities measured in
the same direction. Ion and neutral temperatures both had
mean values of 1,152 K and 939 K, respectively, but unlike the
result for neutral temperatures, there was a distinct tall to the
distribution of ion temperatures toward high values. Evidence
was presented that the ion and neutral data were measured at
the same altitude in the F-region ionosphere; therefore, we
conclude that the ions were 213 K hotter on average over the
observing period.

These factors are consistent with previous reports of
radar and optical measurements of ion and neutral drifts and
temperatures and are understood in terms of processes of
ion-neutral coupling. These data confirm that such coupling
is important to the dynamics of the F-region over the South
Pole during the polar night but also suggest that there is con-
siderable variability in the heat and momentum flux coupled
through ion-neutral collisions.

This work was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant OPP 90-17484.
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Optical all-sky viewing double dome for South Pole Station
K.C. CLARK, G. HERNANDEZ, and W.J. ScHuLz, Graduate Program in Geophysics, University of Washington,

Seattle, Washington 98195
R.W. SMITH, Geophysical Institute, University ofAlaska, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775

A
ull and clear view of the sky by optical instruments dur-
ng the austral winter at the South Pole requires special

attention to critical design features of the optical ports which
protect the immediate components, such as all-sky mirrors,
from the severe cold and associated frosting. An evolving sys-
tem of double-domes and internal heating has succussfully
served the optical aeronomic studies of the dynamics of the
upper atmosphere by Fabry-Perot spectrometry, which are
now in their fifth continuous year. This protective optical port
is described and discussed here to aid future experimenters
who need to make dependable sky measurements under the
extreme environmental conditions of the antarctic plateau.

Historically, mirrors have been used to redirect light from
selected regions of the sky down along the optical axis of the
receiving instruments. Other than in Antarctica, the protec-
tion of the mirror surfaces from contamination and of their
drive mechanism from extreme cold usually can be provided
by single, clean, transparent window panes, if the interior air
can be heated and if uncompromised telescopic imaging of
the sky source is not required. Cameras, photometers, and
even interferometric spectrometers can be operated success-
fully in such single-walled enclosures, provided that reflec-
tion, absorption, scattering, and vapor condensation are kept
below appropriate small limits.
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For comparison, we know that in the dry, still atmos-
phere of central Alaska in the winter, a single acrylic dome
about 3 millimeters (mm) thick and of 610-mm diameter,
with a simple heated 600-watt (W) closed-loop air circulation,
works well at -50°C outside temperature. The single-walled
dome adequately preserves a clear sky view and houses the
mirrors and drive mechanism serving a Fabry-Perot spec-
trometer in the room below. Figure 1 shows a diagram of this
dome arrangement for the Alaskan mirror and drive mecha-
nism in order to reference the necessary improvements made
for South Pole operations.

On the interior antarctic plateau the usual wind of 5-15
knots at winter temperatures occasionally as low as -90°C
quickly shows that a single acrylic dome fails to keep clear,
even if the closed-loop hot-air system is delivering much heat
to many parts of its inner surface. Heat is conducted through
the single wall so rapidly that vapor condensation can occur
inside on some areas of the cold dome while elsewhere on it,
the plastic may be hot enough to deform. Meanwhile, blowing
snow and ice can stick in places on the outside surface of such
a single dome.

Fortunately, the frosting effects of the external cold wind
can be made nearly negligible by using a double-window
arrangement. Well-mounted pairs of nested acrylic domes
have worked well for the present studies over several years,
with some small modifications and improvements. The pre-
sent effective double-dome design is described here to assist
experimenters at the South Pole and other difficult antarctic
locations.

A pair of acrylic hemispheres, with flat rims, 3-mm wall
thickness, and inner diameters 610 mm and 660 mm, has
proved to be a successful choice for the high-resolution
Fabry-Perot measurements through the flat roof of Skylab at
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station. The solid aluminum
baseplate of the roof port has two apertures connecting to the
hot-air circulation system and one central rotating aperture

Figure 1. Single dome used in central Alaska. Cross-section shows
azimuth mirror, fixed zenith mirror, hot-air supply baffle, and base
mounting plate.

through which light from the sky is directed to the instrument
below. This rotating aperture is sealed by a lens, which
restricts air interchange between the dome and the room
below. The only access where there is possible room air
exchange with the closed-circulation system is through the
bearing that allows the central aperture to rotate. For continu-
ous heating of the domes, hot air blows through 75-mm ducts
of expandable aluminum to a ring manifold with a perimeter
slot exit around the base edge of the hemisphere volume and,
from there, goes upward directly along the surface of the inner
dome. The cooled top air is sucked down centrally and out the
other duct of the closed-circulation path, where it passes
through a 20-micrometer filter, a recirculating Rotron fan, and
ceramic heaters in the control room below. The main-dome
volume thus has a small overpressure, nearly 10 mm water,
which prevents room air from entering the dome. The slight
air loss to the room is made up via constant connection of this
system to dry outdoor fresh air (-60°C) at the circulating
pump inlet. The separate gap volume between domes is
accessed by two holes and can be purged with dry nitrogen to
forestall moisture condensation on its colder wall. This gap
volume is sealed by means of flat gaskets and kept at a small
overpressure to avoid inward leakage.

Figure 2 (A and B) shows only detailed cross sections of
the rim mountings for the present antarctic double domes,
taken at different azimuth directions to show essential fea-
tures. The hot-air ducting, not shown, is similar to that of fig-
ure 1. Figure 2A shows one of the two controlled gas paths to
the volume between the domes, the compressed flexible gas-
kets for the domes, and the configuration of clamping rings
and assembly bolts. Figure 2B shows a similar cross section,
which is displaced in azimuth 16.5 0 from that of figure 2A and
shows other mounting and assembly bolts. The permanent
baseplate A is fixed in the roof. The successive rims, gaskets,
and domes B, C+F+D, G, and E can be sequentially installed
or removed by personnel on the roof. Two quick alignment
pins in the outer edge C+B are very helpful. All components
can be passed to and from the room below through an avail-
able roof hatch. Because the thick aluminum rim plates readi -
ly conduct heat away, all their outer surfaces are enclosed by
a removable plywood- and- styrofoam box, and electric heat-
ing elements contacting rim C are installed to maintain ade-
quate metal temperature.

The double domes provide more insulation than a single
dome can achieve. Convective thermal mixing in the closed
gap, along with good uniformity of general hot-air circulation
from the inlet manifold, allows all surfaces to function well at
temperatures lower than needed for a single dome. Yet there
is enough thermal loss to the outermost surface to melt, evap-
orate, or sublimate the small amounts of external blowing
snow and ice that otherwise tend to accumulate. Because the
nitrogen gas in the gap is very dry, there is no measurable
condensation on the inner surface of the outer dome.

Figure 3 pictures the mounted double dome at the time
of summer maintenance.

Because of the differential expansion of aluminum and
acrylic over the extreme range of temperature encountered at
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Figure 2. A. Cross-section illustrating edge assembly of double-dome at the South Pole. Note gas path and compressed gaskets. Labeled
items are as follows: A—permanent roof plate; B, C, D, E—successive aluminum rims; F, G—acrylic domes. B. Cross-section rotated 16.5 0 in
azimuth from A, showing assembly detail outside gas path. Note that B+A and C+F+D must be clamped before C+B. Ready alignment pins for
C+B are not shown.

Figure 3. Summer photograph of mounted double dome at the South Pole.
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the South Pole, the sealed domes need some freedom of later-
al movement across the aluminum rings or else dome break-
age will occur. In early arrangements to provide this freedom,
it proved unwieldy to install 0-rings 610 mm in diameter in
the cold, and their seating reliability was poor. A subsequent
version employed flat gaskets of low-temperature Dow-Corn-
ing RTV-511 silicone rubber, previously cast in situ on the
acrylic dome rims. These gaskets stayed elastic in the cold but
had awkwardly weak bonding to the treated plastic surfaces.
The overall best seals to date are provided by separate flat
gaskets cut from sheets 3 mm and 6 mm thick. The material is
a silicone rubber blend flexible at -74°C, of hardness 50 and
ZZR765 class 2A, 2B. For final assembly on the roof, the gas-
kets are well lubricated with number 4 Dow-Corning silicone
grease and seated in flat partial recesses that limit gasket
compression to 25 percent when the metal rings are bolted
together to a specified clearance of 1.0 mm. These flexible
gaskets clamp both faces of each dome rim, as shown in fig-
ure 2. The gaskets contain holes for each assembly bolt. Criti-
cal gas inlet holes through them were also bordered by adding
thin 0-rings at the time of roof-top installation.

To maintain dome integrity, approximately the ambient
atmospheric pressure must be maintained in the sealed gap
region in spite of changing temperature and weather. This is
accomplished by constant connection of the gap volume to
dry ballast gas stored below in a limp, large balloon. Protec-
tive connection of this sealed volume by a pop valve to the
surrounding atmosphere is employed as a safety measure.
The dome cross-section area is large enough that a pressure
differential much in excess of 25 mm mercury (Hg), from sup-
ply or meteorological fluctuations, could produce a few hun-
dred pounds of eruptive dome force.

Although neither of these domes can, in use, be expected
to have a homogeneous temperature, no deleterious strains
have been found to be troublesome, either across the wall

thickness or over the full viewing surfaces or from thermal
gradients tending to tilt the flat rims. Dramatic action has
resulted only when the acrylic has been mistakenly hard-
clamped to metal. Caution is always exercised not to score or
scratch the smooth-formed surfaces at any time nor to risk
crazing them by alcohol cleaning. To keep the domes bright
and clear for extended years, a summer shelter box protects
them from sunlight.

Field operation of these double-dome ports has shown
the effectiveness of atmosphere control and of the two ther-
mal barriers. With the present dome dimensions, the internal
closed circulation loop needs no more than about 600 watts
of airflow heating power during most of the year. During mid-
winter stormy periods with high winds, powers up to 1,200
watts have been used.

In summary, a double-walled, clear enclosure for largely
unattended and continuously operating all-sky optical instru-
mentation has functioned well in serving researchers with an
interferometric spectrometer during several winters at
Amundsen--Scott South Pole Station. It uses a suitable con-
centric pair of clear acrylic hemispheres, the arrangement
having been optimized over consecutive seasons to provide
frost-free operations at reduced heating power. The domes
and their arrangement have been described and discussed
here. It is hoped that the features of this proven design will be
particularly useful in the planning of optical experiments at
the station.

This work has been supported by National Science Foun-
dation grant OPP 90-17484. Expert technical assistance at the
University of Washington has been given by H. Guldenmann
and A. Lawrence; at the University of Alaska by L. Kozycki;
and at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station since 1989 by I.
Gress, S. Kauffman, K. Price, and J. Belinne. Fabrication of all
acrylic domes was carefully executed by Nerland's Plastics
Inc., in Seattle, Washington.

Identifying the source of magnetic pulsations of frequency
between 0.1 and 0.4 hertz (Pc 1/2) measured

at high geomagnetic latitudes
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R
esearchers have long studied ground measurements of
magnetic pulsations at high geomagnetic latitudes with

the hope of learning more about the boundary between the
Earth's magnetic field (the magnetosphere) and the inter-
planetary plasma and fields that transport solar energy to the
Earth (the solar wind).

To determine what information is possibly contained in
the high-frequency range of ultra-low-frequency (ULF) waves

[greater than 0.1 hertz (Hz)], data from ground sensors locat-
ed at Sondre Stromfjord in Greenland and at South Pole and
Siple Stations in Antarctica were analyzed over a period of 1
year in spectrogram format to give the frequency character of
the ULF signals from these sites. Sondre Stromfjord and
South Pole nominally sample the poleward border of the
auroral oval or the cusp/cleft region on the dayside and are
fairly conjugate within 2 hours of local time. Siple Station is a
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